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Smith Debnam welcomes new Compliance
Officer, Jennifer Quillen
July 3, 2013 | by

We are pleased to welcome Jennifer Quillen as Compliance Officer for the firm. In this
role, Jennifer will coordinate the firm’s compliance strategy by formulating internal
policies and procedures, providing regular compliance training to employees, helping
Jennifer Quillen oversees the firm’s

the firm achieve necessary certifications, and auditing our control environment to best

compliance strategy and is responsible

serve our creditor clients and their industry regulations.

for ensuring its overall effective
readiness in preventing, protecting, and
correcting any incident of
noncompliance. With the functional

Jennifer comes to the firm with 19 years of risk management and FDIC bank examiner
experience. She has implemented many successful internal audit programs within the

authority that grants her complete

financial services industry and was most recently a Risk Management Consultant serving

independence and objectivity, Jennifer

a number of leading banks and financial services institutions. She earned her BA in

monitors all activities across the firm in

Business Administration from New Hampshire College. We are excited to have Jennifer

accordance with firm policies and client
industry regulations, as well as state and
federal regulatory agencies. Jennifer has

on board to help us better serve the needs of our clients.

19 years of risk management and FDIC

Jerry Myers, Managing Partner says, “We are excited that Jennifer is joining our team.

bank examiner experience. Prior to

Her background as a bank examiner with the FDIC combined with her work as Chief Risk

Smith Debnam, she served as a Risk

Officer at a bank make her an ideal candidate to lead our Compliance Team. With her

Management Consultant and was

understanding of how government regulators approach issues, Jennifer will enable our

responsible for the implementation of
numerous, highly successful internal
auditing programs for a number of

firm to stay a step ahead of the security and privacy expectations of our clients in
financial services industry.”

leading banks and financial services
institutions.
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